
The General Managers,
All Indian Railways, Production Units etc.

Sub: Suggestions for improvement to the existing provisions of IR’s Standard General Conditions of Contract 2014 (GCC).

Improvements to various provisions of General Conditions of Contract (GCC) were made based on references received from various field organisations and many suggestions are further being received in Board on the subject. It has, therefore, been considered to review the existing provisions and make suitable modifications in the GCC based on experience gained on IR.

Railways may accordingly send by 24th October 2014, the proposed draft Clauses / Para (modification, addition or deletion) to the existing ones w.r.t. IR’s Standard General Conditions of Contract 2014, which is also available on Railway Board’s website. The proposal should be sent alongwith the views of associate Finance and approval of General Manager.

Further, during the forthcoming Seminar of CGEs at IRICEN/Pune on 9th -10th Oct. '14, these proposed items of GCC will also be deliberated. CGEs of the Railways may, therefore, be directed to attend the Seminar with full preparation and on return, the complete proposal of the Railway on the subject may be sent in time to Railway Board for consideration and revision to the existing GCC, if considered appropriate.

Copy to:
- Director/IRICEN, Pune for making it an agenda item for the CGEs’ Seminar.
- The Principal Chief Engineers and CAOs(C), all Indian Railways for timely action.